How to:
Use a visual schedule to reduce escape/avoidant behaviour
Visual schedules are useful for children with difficulties with transitions, waiting or completing non-preferred
activities. It helps children know what’s coming up, anticipate termination of non-preferred activities, and
increase independent engagement.
Steps to introducing a visual schedule.
• Identify the format of your visual schedule. Some ideas:
o A pre-printed checklist of activities that need to be completed during a certain time each day, e.g.
a morning checklist. This best if the same activities occur each day and no flexibility is needed.
o A laminated page with a Velcro strip for activities. Pictures can be flexibly added to the schedule
as needed. You can also include a ‘finished’ area to move pictures to when activities are finished.
o A first then board for two activities (typically a non-preferred followed by a preferred)
o A white board for a written checklist or a drawn checklist (depending on your artistry skills ☺) This
is an easy to implement option and has the added advantage that your child can ‘wipe’ away the
activity when it’s finished.
• Identify some preferred activities, i.e. activities the child enjoys and will always reliably engage in. Create
photos/pictures/symbols representing each of these activities. Google images is a great resource for
these pictures.
• Identify some less preferred activities, i.e. activities the child doesn’t enjoy and/or avoids. Create
photos/pictures/ symbols representing each of these activities.
• Start small. When first implementing a visual schedule, start with a specific, short part of your day, e.g.
morning routine or a short independent play routine. This allows you to try the new process and tweak it
before rolling it out across the day.
• When planning your schedule, preferred and non-preferred activities should be interspersed such that a
preferred activity always follows a non-preferred activity. When first starting out, make the nonpreferred activities short and easy so your child experiences success.
o FIRST: Pack your puzzle away
o THEN: 5 minutes on the trampoline.
▪ You can increase the amount of time spent on the first activity and decrease time on
second activity as your child builds up success.
• Where possible, involve your child with setting up their schedule. Offer them choices of preferred
activities, and if possible allow them to choose the order in which they’d like to do the non-preferred
activities.
• Assist your child in completing the non-preferred activities on the schedule. When they do (even if they
need help) allow them to do the preferred activity. Follow through with the activity if possible.
• When the child is easily completing one non-preferred/one preferred activity, you can include two nonpreferred/one preferred, then three…
• Make sure that the child is successful- if they start to refuse or complain, reduce number and/or difficulty
of activities again.
• Encourage children to manage/follow their own schedule as much as possible (rather than needing an
adult to support them all the time).
• For open ended activities (e.g. screen time, playdoh, outside) - use timers to time the amount of time a
child can assess an activity. When the timer goes off, that activity is finished.
• Provide lots ☺ of praise and encouragement for completing any activities without refusing/whingeing or
other behaviours.
• Note: The above strategy can also be used to increase children playing by themselves (the ‘non-preferred’
part) while you play with a sibling, make a phone call, chat to your partner or have a cup of tea ☺

